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FRONT PHOTO CAPTION: Common Loon protecting a nest on a lake in the Adirondack Park, New York. This 

loon is one of the study birds for research conducted by BRI’s Adirondack Center for Loon Conservation to 

assess the impact of mercury pollution on the Adirondack loon population and the lakes it breeds on.  
 Photo by Nina Schoch.  
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1.0 Summary 

Biodiversity Research Institute’s Adirondack Center for Loon Conservation is deeply grateful to the numerous 

private donors and foundations who have provided essential financial and in-kind support throughout 2014 and 

2015, thereby enabling us to conduct our many conservation, research, and outreach projects. The Common Loon 

is utilized as an indicator species in our long-term research to assess the risk environmental mercury pollution 

poses to aquatic ecosystems in New York’s Adirondack Park. Through our research and outreach efforts, we also 

work to address conservation concerns affecting Adirondack loons and to learn more about the natural history of 

the Adirondack loon population.  

 

Our research in 2014 and 2015 focused on 1) assessing temporal and spatial trends in biotic mercury exposure; 2)  

assessing the biotic impacts of mercury pollution and lake acidity; 3) evaluating the effectiveness of recently 

implemented local and regional mercury emission and acid deposition regulations through long-term monitoring 

of the mercury body burden of Adirondack loons; 4) evaluating the health of the Adirondack loon population, 

including the impact of mercury pollution on loon immune function; 5) determining the status and trends in the 

Adirondack breeding loon population; 6) identifying the migratory pathways and wintering areas of Adirondack 

loons; and 7) identifying potential threats to loon nesting success.  

 

In the summers of 2014 and 2015, 15 field staff, including students from SUNY ESF’s Adirondack Ecological 

Center and the Adirondack Watershed Institute of Paul Smith’s College, monitored more than 90 Adirondack 

lakes to determine the return rate and reproductive success of approximately 270 (in 2014) and more than 300 (in 

2015) banded loons with potential to return to the Park. In 2014, we observed a return rate of 42% of the banded 

adult loons and 14% of loons who were originally banded as juveniles. We monitored 65 territorial pairs (with at 

least one banded loon), of which 77% nested. Seventy-three percent of the chicks that hatched survived to 

fledging. The productivity rate for 2014 was 0.57 chicks fledged per territorial pair. The 2015 Adirondack loon 

productivity observations will be analyzed in the winter of 2015-2016. 

 

In the summer of 2014, we captured and sampled 32 loons on 12 Adirondack lakes, and 11 loons were caught and 

sampled from seven lakes in 2015. Since BRI initiated this research in 1998, a total of 418 loons have been 

captured on 91 Adirondack lakes, of which 320 birds have been banded. Twenty nonviable eggs were collected 

from 13 Adirondack lakes in 2014, and 32 abandoned eggs were collected from 17 lakes in the Park during the 

2015 loon breeding season. Laboratory results of the samples collected in 2014 and 2015 will be evaluated as part 

of our long-term studies on the Adirondack loon population.   

 

To identify Adirondack loon migratory routes and wintering areas, geolocators were placed on the bands of four 

Adirondack loons in the summer of 2014, and one in the summer of 2015. Two geolocators were retrieved in 

2014 that had been deployed in 2013 and 2012.  A report summarizing the results of this study will be prepared in 

a subsequent year after more geolocators are retrieved. 

 

Trail cameras were placed at 18 nest sites in 2014 and at 15 nests in 2015 to record loon nesting behavior and 

factors affecting nesting success. Since 2013, we have captured thousands of fascinating images, including loons 

turning eggs, switching incubation duties, and interacting with other wildlife; newly hatched chicks; and humans 

looking at nesting birds. A report summarizing highlights from this study will be available in the winter of 2016, 

and a manuscript will be prepared for publication. In collaboration with NYS DEC, this study has led to improved 
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management of some loon nest sites on busy Adirondack campground lakes to minimize human disturbance of 

incubating loons.  

 

We partnered with the Wildlife Conservation Society’s Adirondack Program to conduct the New York Annual 

Loon Census on July 19, 2014 and on July 18, 2015. In 2014, almost 500 observers participated in the Census, 

looking for loons on 191 New York lakes and ponds. That year, 628 loons were observed on 145 (76%) of the 

Census lakes, including 558 (89%) adults, 59 (9%) chicks, and 11 (2%) immature loons. Adult loons without 

chicks were observed on 100 (52%) of the 2014 Census lakes, and loon chicks or immature birds were observed 

on 45 (24%) lakes that year. No loons were observed on 46 (24%) of the 2014 lakes. The 2015 New York Loon 

Census results will be analyzed over the winter of 2015-2016.  

 

We responded to 17 reports of loons in distress from the beginning of 2014 through 2015. A loon possibly 

entangled in fishing line continued to be the most frequent reason that someone contacted us. Thus, we have 

continued our fishing line recycling program throughout the Adirondack Park to increase awareness of, and to 

help address, the increasing incidence of loons becoming entangled in fishing line. In 2015, we also partnered 

with Fish Lead-Free, fishleadfree.org, a region-wide initiative to help inform anglers about the benefits of 

switching to non-lead fishing tackle.  

 

We also utilized the captivating nature of Common Loons in our educational and outreach programming to 

actively engage the public and students in conservation, and to enhance public and policy-maker awareness of key 

conservation concerns affecting the Northeast, particularly the ecological impact of environmental pollutants. The 

results of our scientific research were translated into readily interpretable outreach materials, including technical 

and lay-audience reports, brochures, and scientific publications; our website, www.briloon.org/adkloon, and 

Facebook page, www.facebook.com/adkloon; an annual newsletter, The Adirondack Tremolo; interactive school 

curricula (e.g.: Science on the Fly!); public and scientific presentations; and educational signs at Adirondack boat 

launches. We also directly involved volunteers and students in our studies, providing them with valuable 

experience in wildlife conservation and field research.  

 

In 2014 and 2015, we reached an estimated 3,900 members of the public and scientific communities through our 

presentations and displays at 47 events, including a poster at the North American Loon Symposium and a display 

at the northbound High Peaks Welcome Center on the Adirondack Northway. Additionally, the media produced 

13 articles that provided information about BRI’s Adirondack Center for Loon Conservation and loon natural 

history. We continued our annual “Adirondack Loon Celebration” each fall, which has proven to be an 

entertaining and educational event that engages the whole family in learning about loon conservation and the 

work of BRI’s Adirondack Center for Loon Conservation. 

 

Three manuscripts summarizing the results of our Adirondack loon research were published in 2014 in a special 

issue of the scientific journal Waterbirds, which was dedicated to the conservation, research, and management of 

loon populations. We released our New York Loon Status Report in the spring of 2015, which summarizes the 

status of the NY loon population, botulism type-E and other threats affecting loons, and conservation actions 

taken to maintain their populations. Additionally, articles about our research were published in the fall, 2014, 

issue of Connections, the magazine of the NYS Veterinary Medical Society and the June, 2015, issue of the NYS 

Conservationist, as well as a manuscript that was submitted to the Adirondack Journal of Environmental Studies 

in the summer of 2015. 

http://fishleadfree.org/
www.briloon.org/adkloon
www.facebook.com/adkloon
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In the fall of 2014, we established an Advisory Group to help provide guidance in our endeavors, and Mari West 

assisted us with numerous outreach projects as our 2014 intern. In the summer of 2015, we greatly enhanced our 

ability to benefit loon conservation in the Adirondacks through the addition of two new staff – Martha Van der 

Voort as our Administrative/Outreach Coordinator and Rory Keating as our 2015 intern. With our expanding 

program, we have now set the ambitious goal for 2016 of revitalizing a long-vacant storefront in the Tri-Lakes 

area to create a physical Adirondack Loon Center. The Center will house a dynamic environmental education 

area, office space for our growing staff, and a retail store highlighting loon-related items. Working in our own 

“nest” will greatly facilitate our ability to conduct education and training programs, implement outreach 

strategies, and fortify our scientific research.  

 

The budget for BRI’s Adirondack Center for Loon Conservation in 2014 was approximately $150,000, which 

provided for the salary and benefits of one full-time year-round staff, seasonal field staff, travel, newsletter 

printing and distribution, and operating and field supplies. In 2015, our budget increased to ~$240,000 with the 

addition of two year-round staff, as well as specific grant-related expenses. The charitable contributions of our 

private donors provided essential support to enable us to conduct the many research and outreach activities 

described in this report. Additional funding and in-kind support is provided by the New York State Environmental 

Research and Development Authority, our partnering organizations, and numerous foundations. 

 

We expanded our fundraising initiatives to include crowd-funding through Adirondack Gives, 

www.adirondackgives.org; the creation of the Adirondack Loon Legacy Fund at the Adirondack Foundation; an 

annual Loon Quilt Raffle; and membership in the Adirondack Planned Giving Society to help inform our donors 

about the opportunity to make planned gifts to Biodiversity Research Institute to support our Adirondack loon 

conservation efforts for years to come.  
 

In the coming year, donor support will provide significant support to establish a physical Adirondack Loon 

Center, as well as essential funding to continue and expand our staff positions. Your thoughtful contributions help 

us protect Adirondack loons and other wildlife sharing this beautiful Park with us, as well as inspire students, 

policy-makers, Adirondack visitors, and residents to become actively involved in conservation and protecting the 

environment. 

 

We are deeply grateful to our private donors for your generous 

support. The results of our investigations provide key scientific 

evidence for the critical need to stringently regulate environmental 

pollutants, such as mercury, on local, national, and global scales to 

protect ecological health, based on the health and reproductive 

impacts to the Common Loon, an emblem of northern aquatic 

ecosystems. By increasing scientific understanding and public 

awareness of conservation concerns affecting New York’s aquatic 

ecosystems, we help ensure that the beautiful and symbolic 

Common Loon will continue to raise its chicks on Adirondack lakes 

long into the future. 

http://www.adirondackgives.org/
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2.0 Introduction 

In 2014 and 2015, Biodiversity Research Institute (BRI) received generous support from numerous private donors 

to conduct research and outreach in New York’s Adirondack Park through our Adirondack Center for Loon 

Conservation. Our investigations utilize the Common Loon (Gavia immer), a key biosentinel of aquatic integrity 

across North America, to provide an assessment of the effect of long-term mercury accumulation and acid 

deposition on wildlife and aquatic ecosystem health. We also employ the charismatic appeal of loons to inform 

and actively engage the public in environmental conservation.   

 

A Species of Special Concern in New York State, the Common Loon breeds on waterbodies throughout New 

York’s six-million acre Adirondack Park. Loon populations are detrimentally affected by many conservation 

threats, including airborne mercury pollution, acid rain, fishing line entanglement, and human disturbance. Loons 

are fish-eating waterbirds at the top of the aquatic food web, and so have potential to be adversely impacted by 

such toxins as mercury that bioaccumulate and biomagnify through the environment (Evers 2006). Thus, loons 

have proved to be excellent biotic monitors for assessing the ecological impacts of mercury pollution. 

 

An insidious pollutant, mercury is especially abundant in aquatic ecosystems in northeastern North America. 

Anthropogenic activities associated with the combustion of fossil fuels, such as emissions from coal-fired 

electrical power plants, continue to be the primary source of mercury pollution and acid deposition. Recent 

regional and national regulation of airborne pollutants has led to decreasing mercury emissions across North 

America. However, current levels of environmental mercury contamination and acid deposition still pose 

significant risks to human and ecological health in the Northeast, including in the Adirondacks which has been 

identified as a biological “hotspot” where high levels of mercury were found in several fish and wildlife species 

(Evers 2005; Driscoll et al. 2007; and Evers et al. 2007).  

 

Mercury is of especially high concern in acidic conditions, as in many Adirondack lakes, because elemental 

mercury is converted at a higher rate to methylmercury, the toxic form that magnifies up the food web. A 

neurotoxin, mercury exposure produces subtle effects, such as behavioral changes that impair reproductive 

success (Thompson 1996; Evers 2001; and Evers et al. 2008). Levels high enough to cause wildlife mortality are 

rare; however, loons with high body burdens of mercury behave abnormally, becoming lethargic and failing to 

incubate eggs, care for chicks, and defend territories normally (Scheuhammer and Blancher 1994; Meyer et al. 

1995, 1998; Nocera and Taylor 1998; Counard 2001; Fevold et al. 2003; and Evers et al. 2008).  

 

Because loons live 20-30 years, long-term monitoring is essential to correctly interpret the impact of mercury 

contamination and acid deposition on their survival and reproductive success. Our research is an exceptionally 

valuable dataset, as BRI and its collaborators have now been studying the impact of environmental mercury 

pollution on the Adirondack Common Loon population since 1998, almost 20 years! Our results to date indicate 

that Adirondack loons with territories on acidic lakes had extremely elevated blood mercury levels and decreased 

reproductive success, potentially leading to a population impact if enough birds are affected. Population modeling 

analysis indicated that the portion of the Adirondack loon population exposed to high mercury levels has a 

reduced growth rate, compared to birds with lower body burdens of mercury (Schoch and Evers 2002; Schoch et 

al. 2014). Continuing to monitor loon mercury levels and the ways mercury exposure contributes to loon 

population dynamics provides critical information about how changes in state, federal, and global mercury 

emission policies, such as the U.S. Mercury and Air Toxics Standards, will affect these organisms and the habitats 

in which they live. 
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Another aspect of our research is to learn more about the natural history of Common Loons breeding in the 

Adirondacks, including their migration and wintering areas, where they have potential to be exposed to a variety 

of potential threats, such as oil spills, commercial fishing nets, and coastal storms. Thus, beginning in 2012, we 

initiated a migration study using geolocators, lightweight and non-invasive units that attach to the leg bands of the 

loons and employ global positioning system (GPS) technology to track their movements. Through this study, we 

seek to answer previously unresolved questions about loon migration, such as: (1) Do loons from different areas 

of the Park have different migratory pathways and use different wintering areas? (2) Do male and female 

members of a loon pair use the same migratory routes and winter in the same area? and (3) Do members of a pair 

travel at the same time, or separately? Results of this project will provide valuable information about the stresses 

Adirondack loons face during migration and while wintering along the coast, enabling wildlife managers to better 

address threats to loon populations throughout their entire range. 

 

The nesting period is one of the most critical stages during the annual life cycle of loons, as it ensures the 

continued survival, long-term sustainability, and potential growth of their populations. Thus, enhancing scientific 

understanding of activities and threats affecting nesting Adirondack loons will help guide management of New 

York’s loon population. Since 2013, we have conducted a project utilizing trail cameras to document the breeding 

activities and behavior patterns of nesting loons, and to assess factors (e.g., predation, human disturbance) 

impacting nesting loons in the Park. 

 

Our research and outreach projects contribute to improved management of, and increased awareness of threats 

affecting, the Adirondack loon population. For example, in recent years we documented an increased incidence of 

loons becoming entangled in abandoned fishing line. Thus, in 2012, we initiated a fishing line recycling program 

throughout the Park to address this growing conservation concern. 

 

We utilize the captivating beauty and intriguing allure of the Common Loon as an environmental educational tool 

to enhance awareness about loons and the risk mercury contamination and other threats pose to wildlife and the 

ecosystems where we live. Adirondack residents, visitors, and students actively participate in our loon research 

and monitoring studies to learn first-hand about loon conservation. We interweave the results of our scientific 

studies into our outreach materials, including our website, www.briloon.org/adkloon; public and scientific 

presentations and publications; Facebook page, www.facebook.com/adkloon; newsletters (“The Adirondack 

Tremolo”); displays; and school curricula (e.g., Science on the Fly!) to inspire the public and students to increase 

their understanding of, and become directly involved in, environmental conservation. 

 

This report summarizes the results of our loon research and outreach endeavors in the Adirondack Park from 2014 

through 2015. Our long-term investigations on Adirondack loons provide a 

temporal and spatial assessment of mercury exposure, and of population and 

reproductive impacts, to a top trophic-level predator in freshwater aquatic 

ecosystems. This research provides policy-makers with a unique and valuable 

resource to help assess the effectiveness of newly proposed or implemented 

regional, national, and global mercury emission regulations at decreasing the 

ecological impacts of airborne mercury pollution. Our education and outreach 

activities increase public understanding about, and address conservation 

concerns affecting, Adirondack loons and their aquatic habitats. 

http://www.briloon.org/adkloon
http://www.facebook.com/adkloon
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3.0 Objectives 

The primary objective of our scientific research is to use the Common Loon, a fish-eating predator at the apex of 

the aquatic food web, as an indicator of how mercury pollution affects freshwater ecosystems in New York’s 

Adirondack Park. Our research in 2014 and 2015 focused on: 

 

1. Assessing the biotic impacts of mercury pollution and lake acidity by monitoring the reproductive success 

of uniquely color-banded loons in the Adirondack Park. 

 

2. Assessing temporal trends in biotic mercury exposure by resampling previously sampled Adirondack loons 

to determine lifelong mercury accumulation through repeat analysis of feather and blood samples.  

 

3. Evaluating how spatial mercury exposure changes over time by sampling new loons on former capture 

lakes. 

 

4. Evaluating the effectiveness of recently implemented local and regional mercury emission and acid 

deposition regulations by continuing to monitor the mercury body burden of Adirondack loons.  

 

5. Investigating the impact of mercury pollution on the immune system of loons to provide insight into how 

mercury contamination affects wildlife health.  

 

6. Integrating our studies with other Adirondack mercury exposure and water quality investigations by 

sampling loons at sites where such data is being collected by other scientists. Such collaboration will 

provide a more robust assessment of how airborne pollutants such as mercury and acid deposition affect the 

aquatic ecosystem as a whole, as well as a broader scientific basis for policy-makers to better regulate air-

borne pollutants. 

 

7. Assessing the overall health of Adirondack loons through evaluation of general health parameters, exposure 

to avian parasites and diseases, and environmental toxins. 

 
8. Identifying potential threats to loon nesting success by placing trail cameras at nest sites.  

 

9. Determining the status and trends in the Adirondack breeding loon population through the Annual Loon 

Census, in which more than 500 volunteer observers participate on lakes and ponds throughout New York. 

 

We also utilized the charismatic nature of the Common Loon as an environmental educational tool to inspire the 

general public and students, as well as policy-makers, to learn about critical conservation concerns and actively 

engage them in caring for the environment. Our outreach efforts in 2014 and 2015 included: 

 

1. Providing undergraduate and graduate students with internship training and field staff opportunities, 

enhancing student understanding and knowledge of conservation, and the process of conducting research. 

 

2. Providing interactive presentations to the public, including New York college classes, environmental and 

ornithological groups, and community groups.  
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3. Providing a variety of opportunities for volunteers to participate in our research and education projects, 

enabling them to be directly involved in the field of environmental conservation. 

 

4. Distributing our newsletter, The Adirondack Tremolo, to more than 7,000 people, informing the public and 

scientific communities about our current activities.  

 

5. Utilizing our website, www.briloon.org/adkloon, and Facebook page, www.facebook.com/adkloon, to 

provide information and resources about loon natural history, environmental conservation concerns, and 

updates about our research and educational projects.  

 

6. Continuation of our annual “Adirondack Loon Celebration,” an entertaining and free event that engages 

attendees with music, art, comedy, interactive presentations, and audience participation, in learning about 

loon natural history, and our loon research and conservation efforts in the Adirondack Park. 

 

7. Placing educational signage at public boat launches throughout the Adirondack Park during the loon 

breeding season to increase public awareness about recreational impacts to loons, and to encourage 

responsible fishing and boating to minimize disturbance of breeding birds.  

 

8. Continuation of our fishing line recycling program throughout the Adirondack Park to increase awareness 

of, and help address, the incidence of fishing line entangled loons. 

 

9. Disseminating the results of our research and outreach projects to the public and scientific communities 

through scientific publications; magazine, newspaper, and radio articles; and social media. 

 

  

http://www.briloon.org/adkloon
http://www.facebook.com/adkloon
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4.0 Study Area 

Our study area includes lakes and ponds in every watershed in New York’s six million acre Adirondack Park 

(Figure 1). Specific study lakes were selected based on past loon-mercury research by Biodiversity Research 

Institute and its collaborators, on locations where returning banded loons were found, and to complement existing 

datasets by other acid deposition and mercury monitoring studies in the Adirondack Park, including the 

Adirondack Lakes Survey Corporation, Adirondack Effects Assessment Program, and the US EPA’s 

Environmental Monitoring and Assessment Program. Uniquely color-banded loons were monitored each summer 

on these lakes to determine their return rates and reproductive success.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 1. Loon Study Lakes in New York’s Adirondack Park. 
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5.0 Data Collection Methods 

5.1 Loon-Mercury Research 

Our long-term research assesses the impact of mercury on Adirondack loon reproductive success and immune 

function, and also evaluates the health of Adirondack loons as part of BRI’s North American Loon Health 

Assessment study.  

 

Each summer, observations of the uniquely color-banded loons are conducted on the original capture territories, 

or where the birds have been observed in subsequent years, to assess their annual survival and reproductive 

success. A training session is held for the loon monitoring field staff at the beginning of each field season to 

ensure consistency of observations and reporting of data. The field staff conduct regular observations on a weekly 

basis at each study lake using 10x40 binoculars from a canoe or kayak. At each loon territory, the breeding and 

nesting behavior of the resident loons are monitored to determine if:  

1) the banded individuals returned to the lake where they were originally banded;  

2) the loon found a mate and they formed a territorial pair;  

3) they nested one or more times; and  

4) any chicks hatched or fledged (defined as a chick that 

survives to six weeks of age or older, as chicks that 

survive past six weeks are likely to live to the actual 

fledging age of 11 weeks; Evers et al. 2005).  

 

If a banded loon was not found on the lake (or territory) it had occupied in previous years, then lakes (or 

territories) in close proximity were also periodically surveyed throughout the field season to determine if the bird 

had returned to the area, but changed territories. The results of these observations will be evaluated to determine 

the birds’ reproductive success in relation to their blood mercury concentrations obtained when the birds were 

captured. 

 

In collaboration with the NYS Department of Environmental Conservation, the Wildlife Conservation Society, 

and Calvin College, Adirondack loons were captured in the summers of 2014 and 2015 using nightlighting and 

playback techniques (Evers 2001) to collect blood and feather samples for mercury and immunology analysis, as 

well as health assessments. Blood samples were collected from the tibiotarsal vein to evaluate short-term mercury 

accumulation in the loons. Feather samples were collected from the adults and from juvenile loons with fully 

emerged feathers to provide an indication of long-term mercury accumulation. Bill and leg measurements and 

weight of the birds were recorded. Adult and juvenile loons (if large enough) were banded with U.S. Fish and 

Wildlife Service aluminum bands and a unique combination of plastic colored bands, enabling identification of 

individual birds to be made from a distance in future observations. We also opportunistically collected abandoned 

non-viable loon eggs to evaluate them for mercury contamination.  

5.2 Loon Migration 

Since 2012, we have placed Lotek geolocators (www.Lotek.com) on the leg bands of some 

of our study birds to learn more about the migratory pathways and wintering areas of 

Adirondack loons. These lightweight and non-invasive units are based on global positioning 

system (GPS) technology, and document movements of the birds for up to two years. The 

geolocator birds will be recaptured in future years to retrieve the geolocators and review the 

www.Lotek.com
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data to learn about their migratory patterns. The results of this study will enable wildlife managers to better 

address potential threats affecting Common Loons throughout their entire range. 

5.3 New York Annual Loon Census 

In collaboration with the Wildlife Conservation Society’s Adirondack Program, we conducted the New York 

Annual Loon Census, a citizen science project, on the third Saturday in July, 2014 and 2015, from 8 to 9 in the 

morning. The New York Loon Census is held on the same date and time as other counts throughout the Northeast 

as part of a regional assessment of loon population trends.  

 

Prior to the Census day, volunteer participants were assigned a specific lake to observe to determine the presence 

or absence of adult loons, loon chicks, or immature loons. Lake assignments were made to minimize duplication 

of observer effort and to ensure that larger lakes were completely observed by dividing up the lake body among 

multiple observers. Participants reported their observations on a standardized data form by August 1 each year, 

and the results were entered into our New York Annual Loon Census database for analysis. 

5.4 Loon Nest Monitoring 

In a pilot project initiated in 2013, Moultrie 990i trail cameras were installed at loon nest sites on four Adirondack 

lakes to document factors affecting their nesting success. This program was expanded in 2014 and 2015 in 

collaboration with the NYS Dept. of Environmental Conservation to install nest cameras at additional loon nests 

each summer. Images from these cameras will provide valuable information about the nesting behavior of 

Adirondack loons and potential threats affecting their nests.  
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6.0 Results 

6.1 Loon-Mercury and Health Research 

With the generous support of NYSERDA and many other donors, we continued our 

long-term research to assess the impact of mercury on Adirondack loon reproductive 

success and immune function. In the summers of 2014 and 2015, 15 field staff, 

including students from SUNY ESF’s Adirondack Ecological Center and Paul 

Smiths’ Adirondack Watershed Institute, monitored more than 90 Adirondack lakes 

to determine the return rate and reproductive success of approximately 270 (in 2014) 

and more than 300 (in 2015) banded loons with potential to return to the Park.  

 

In 2014, we observed a return rate of 42% of the banded adult loons and 14% of loons who were originally 

banded as juveniles. We monitored 65 territorial pairs (with at least one banded loon), of which 50 (77%) pairs 

nested with 61 nesting attempts. A total of 47 chicks hatched, and 37 of these chicks (73%) survived to fledging. 

The productivity rate for 2014 was 0.57 chicks fledged per territorial pair. The 2015 Adirondack loon productivity 

observations will be analyzed in the winter of 2015-2016. 

 

In the summer of 2014, we captured and sampled 32 loons on 12 Adirondack lakes, and 11 loons were caught and 

sampled from seven lakes in 2015. Of these birds, 20 were adults (12 male and six females) and 23 were juvenile 

loons. Two of the adult males and two of the adult females had been captured previously, thus, samples collected 

from these birds provide valuable information about changes in their mercury levels over time. Since BRI 

initiated this study in 1998, a total of 418 loons have been captured on 91 Adirondack lakes, of which 320 birds 

have been banded. Twenty nonviable eggs were collected from 13 Adirondack lakes in 2014, and 32 abandoned 

eggs were collected from 17 lakes in the Park during the 2015 loon breeding season.  

 

Loon blood, feather, and egg samples are analyzed for mercury concentrations by BRI. Dr. Keith Grasman, a 

specialist in immunology from Calvin College, and three of his undergraduate students analyze the loon blood 

samples to evaluate the immune function of the study birds and to assess potential interactions between the 

mercury body burden of loons with their immune function.  

 

Our health assessment of Adirondack loons has continued as part of BRI’s nationwide “Restore the Call” project 

supported by the Ricketts Conservation Foundation. This study will provide valuable 

information about the health of loon populations across the continent. Laboratory analysis 

of the loon health parameters are conducted by the University of Miami, University of 

New Hampshire, and other laboratories. Reports and publications summarizing the results 

of the laboratory analyses and loon productivity will be prepared in the winter of 2017-

2018.  

6.2 Loon Migration 

Geolocators were placed on the bands of four Adirondack loons in the summer of 2014, and one in the summer of 

2015. Two geolocators were retrieved in 2014 that had been deployed in 2013 and 2012. Attempts were made to 

recapture several other geolocators from banded birds, but the loons eluded capture. We will continue to try to 

retrieve geolocators in future years. A report summarizing the results of this study will be prepared in a 

subsequent year after more geolocators are retrieved. 
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6.3 New York Annual Loon Census 

In collaboration with the Wildlife Conservation Society’s Adirondack Program, we assisted with conducting the 

New York Annual Loon Census on July 19, 2014 and on July 18, 2015, from 8-9a.m.  

  

In 2014, almost 500 observers participated in the Census, looking for loons on 191 New York lakes and ponds, 

162 of which were located in the Adirondack Park. Adult loons without chicks were observed on 100 (52%) of 

the 2014 Census lakes, and loon chicks or immature birds were observed on 45 (24%) lakes that year. No loons 

were observed on 46 (24%) of the 2014 lakes (Figure 2).  

 

The New York summer loon population has 

remained relatively stable from 2001-2014. 

Although the number of lakes included in the Loon 

Census has varied from year to year, the percentage 

of lakes with loons has been quite consistent, 

averaging 75%, over the 14 years of the Census. 

 

 

 Figure 2. The percentage of NY Annual Loon 

Census lakes where loons and loon chicks were 

and were not observed from 2001 to 2014. 

 

 

The percent of lakes with and without loon chicks has varied year to year, corresponding with the percent of lakes 

with adult loons only. The percent of Census lakes with only adult loons was on a decreasing trend between 2001 

(48%) and 2012 (41%), but since 2013, it has been 50% or more. There was also an increasing trend over time in 

the percentage of lakes with loon chicks or immatures, ranging from a low of 23% in 2005 to a high of 36% in 

2012, but, in 2013 and 2014, there was been a downward trend in the percent of lakes with chicks to 24% in 2014 

(Figure 2).  The results from the 2015 NY Loon Census will be analyzed in the winter of 2015-2016. 

 

In 2014, 628 loons were observed on 145 (76%) of the Census lakes, including 558 (89%) adults, 59 (9%) chicks, 

and 11 (2%) immature loons. The proportion of adult and young loons on the Census lakes has remained 

relatively constant from 2001 to 2014 (Figure 3). 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 3. Summary of the percentage of adult, chick, and 
immature loons observed during the NY Annual Loon 

Census from 2001 to 2014. 
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6.4 Loon Nest Monitoring 

Since 2013, we have conducted a study to assess factors impacting loon nesting success 

in the Adirondacks by placing trail cameras at Adirondack nest sites. 

The NYS Dept. of Environmental Conservation generously loaned us 

15-20 trail cameras for this project in the summers of 2014 and 2015, in 

addition to five cameras that were funded through grants from the 

Northern New York Audubon Society/Cullman Foundation and the 

Raquette River Advisory Fund. In 2014, trail cameras were placed at 18 nest sites, and, in 2015, 

they were placed near 15 nests to record loon nesting behavior and associated activities.  

 

Since 2013, we have captured thousands of fascinating images, including loons turning eggs, switching incubation 

duties, and interacting with other wildlife; newly hatched chicks; and humans looking at 

nesting birds. A report summarizing highlights from this study will be available in the 

winter of 2016, and a manuscript will be prepared for publication. In collaboration with 

NYS DEC, this study has already led to improved management of loon nest sites on some 

Adirondack campground lakes to minimize human disturbance of incubating loons. 

6.5 Loon Rescues 

Each summer since we initiated our studies on Adirondack loons in 1998, we have responded to calls from the 

public concerning loons entangled in fishing line or who were acting sick and beaching themselves on shore. 

Although rescuing loons is not a primary focus of our work, we do strive to respond to every report we receive 

and attempt to rescue the birds if needed. We network with wildlife rehabilitators (including Dr. Schoch) 

throughout New York and the Northeast to ensure the injured loons receive the best care possible, in the hopes 

they may be again released to the wild. 

 

We received 11 reports of distressed loons in 2014, including four loons who were entangled in fishing line and 

two who were exhibiting normal bathing behavior that the caller mistook for entanglement. Two adults and one 

chick were found dead, one loon was captured and released after being iced in on a newly frozen lake, and one 

loon was never observed again after the report, so it is unknown what was wrong with it.  

 

In 2015, we responded to six calls regarding loons in distress, of which four 

were tangled in fishing line or tackle, and one of which was found down in a 

cornfield. The other loon was found dead on shore, and was submitted to the 

NYS DEC Wildlife Health Unit for necropsy. It had been originally banded 

as an adult in the year 2000, so it was at least 19 years old when it died. 

6.6 Outreach 

We used a variety of outreach techniques—from reports, Facebook, newsletters, and website updates, to active 

participation in our fieldwork—to enhance public awareness and understanding of conservation issues affecting 

Adirondack aquatic ecosystems and their wild inhabitants, and to inform the public and policy-makers about the 

results of our research. The results of our outreach efforts from May, 2014, through September, 2015, are 

summarized below. 

© G. Butler, 2015 
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6.6.1 Students and Volunteers 

Students from the Adirondack Watershed Institute at Paul Smith’s College and SUNY ESF’s Adirondack 

Ecological Center participated in our summer 2014 and 2015 loon monitoring field work on Adirondack lakes. 

Additionally, seven to ten volunteers regularly assisted our seasonal field staff monitoring banded loons 

throughout the Park. Through this experience, students and volunteers learned first-hand about loon behavior and 

natural history, gained experience in field techniques for observing wildlife and conducting wildlife research, and 

significantly contributed to our loon conservation efforts. 

6.6.2 Publications 

Three manuscripts summarizing results from our research on the Adirondack loon population were published in 

2014 in a special issue of the scientific journal Waterbirds, which was dedicated to the conservation, research, and 

management of loon populations. The manuscripts were titled: “The Impact of Mercury Exposure on the Common 

Loon (Gavia immer) Population in the Adirondack Park, New York, USA,” “Wildlife Criterion Value for the 

Common Loon (Gavia immer) in the Adirondack Park, New York, USA,” and “The Effects of Lakeshore 

Development on Common Loon (Gavia immer) Productivity in the Adirondack Park, New York, USA.” These 

articles are now available online at www.bioone.org and on our website, www.briloon.org.  

 

Our New York Loon Status Report, released in 2015, summarizes the status of the NY loon 

population, botulism type-E and other threats affecting loons, and conservation actions taken to 

maintain their populations. This report is part of a series for BRI’s Restore the Call national 

loon conservation project supported by the Ricketts Conservation Foundation. To download a 

copy of this informative report, visit www.briloon.org/adkloon. 

In the fall of 2014, an article titled “Adirondack Loons Shed Light on the Health of Aquatic 

Ecosystems” was published in Connections, the magazine of the NYS Veterinary Medical Society. Eileen 

Stegemann wrote an article for the June, 2015, issue of the NYS Conservationist about our loon-mercury research 

called “Cries In The Night—banding loons in the Adirondacks.” Additionally, an article titled “Conservation 

through the Lives of Adirondack Loons: An Overview of BRI’s Adirondack Center for Loon Conservation” was 

submitted in July, 2015, for publication in a special issue of the Adirondack Journal of Environmental Studies.  

6.6.3 Website, www.briloon.org/adkloon 

We utilize our website, www.briloon.org/adkloon, to inform the public about conservation concerns affecting 

loons and their aquatic habitats, and also about our Adirondack loon research and outreach opportunities. In 2014, 

the website was completely revised and updated, enabling the public to more easily learn about our work and 

access our reports and publications. The website continues to be periodically updated to include new information 

and reports about our research and events.  

6.6.4 Facebook page, www.facebook.com/adkloon 

In the fall of 2013, we initiated a Facebook page, www.facebook.com/adkloon, to regularly inform the public 

about our current projects and upcoming events. Our posts to our Facebook page have received excellent feedback 

from the public. Since joining our staff in September, 2015, Rory Keating, has done a fantastic job posting photos 

and updates to our Facebook page, and there are now almost 600 people who have liked our page and are 

following our work. 

http://www.bioone.org/
www.briloon.org
http://www.briloon.org/adkloon
http://www.briloon.org/adkloon
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6.6.5 Newsletter, The Adirondack Tremolo 

BRI’s Adirondack Center for Loon Conservation’s newsletter, “The Adirondack Tremolo,” is distributed annually 

to over 7,000 people via email and regular mail. It is also available to the public through our website, 

www.briloon.org/adkloon. The newsletter is also provided to the public attending our presentations and displays 

at community events. 

6.6.6 Presentations, Displays, and Articles 

In 2014 and 2015, 19 and 20 presentations were provided to the public and scientific communities, reaching an 

estimated 750 and 760 people, respectively. Our presentation discusses loon natural history, factors impacting 

loon populations, and our research and education efforts to increase public awareness about these issues, as well 

as efforts to minimize anthropogenic impacts on wildlife and their habitats. We were honored to have the 

opportunity to present a poster about BRI’s Adirondack Center for Loon Conservation at the North American 

Loon Symposium – this very exciting meeting brought together many organizations and people studying loons 

across North America. It was fascinating to learn about the research conducted by others, and to discuss potential 

projects in which we could collaborate. 

 

Additionally, five (2014) and three (2015) displays about our work were presented at 

public events, reaching an estimated 2,400 people with information about our Adirondack 

loon conservation projects. In collaboration with the NYS Dept. of Environmental 

Conservation, our loon conservation efforts in the Park were highlighted in 2014 at a 

display at the northbound High Peaks Welcome Center on the Adirondack Northway (I -87; 

between Exits 29 and 30), which was likely viewed by thousands of travelers over the 

course of the year.  

 

The media published six articles in 2014 and seven in 2015 that included information about BRI’s Adirondack 

Center for Loon Conservation and loon natural history. Articles were published in such outlets as the Adirondack 

Daily Enterprise, Denton Publications/The Sun, Environmental Health News, North Country Public Radio, and 

Science Daily. 

6.6.7 Boat Launch Signs 

In the summers of 2014 and 2015, we placed our “Help Protect Loons” signs at more than 130 public boat 

launches throughout the Adirondacks. These signs inform the public about minimizing human disturbance of 

loons and their nests and chicks through responsible boating, and also promote responsible fishing to prevent 

needless injuries related to ingestion of toxic lead fishing tackle and entanglement in fishing line. 

6.6.8 Adirondack Loon Celebration 

Since 2013, we have held an Annual Adirondack Loon Celebration on the Sunday of 

Columbus Day weekend. This free event enhances awareness and support about our 

ongoing loon conservation projects in the Park through a variety of entertaining and 

informative activities for people of all ages. In 2014, the Celebration was held at the 

Saranac Lake Town Hall and Riverside Park, and, in 2015, it was held at the Lake 

Placid Center for the Arts.  

 

http://www.briloon.org/adkloon
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Over the years, it is estimated that more than 600 people have enjoyed participating in the Loon Celebration 

activities, including field trips to observe Adirondack loons firsthand; presentations; 

concerts by Adirondack musicians Jamie Savage, the Rustic Riders, and Roy Hurd; 

loon calling and costume contests; entertainment by the hilarious ventriloquist Sylvia 

Fletcher and her saucy puppets; a beautiful loon-oriented art and photo show; and 

delicious receptions with food by local restaurants.  

 

We are most grateful to the many sponsors, donors and volunteers who donate their time and financial support 

each year to help make the Loon Celebration a success! Additionally, many Adirondack businesses provided 

items for the annual silent auction to help raise support for our outreach and research projects. 

The generous support of the Adirondack community enables us to bring this fun and 

educational event to the public free of charge.  

 

As part of the Loon Celebration, we have drawn the winning raffle ticket for a unique hand-

made loon quilt, which have proven to be successful fundraisers. Congratulations to Barb Juh, 

Louise Shepard, and Ann Haskell, who have won these spectacular and one-of-a-kind quilts! 

6.6.9 National Film Preservation Foundation Grant 

From the 1960s to the 1980s, when Common Loons were rarely observed on Adirondack waterways, and prior to 

the age of digital photography, nature photographer Keith (“Kip”) Taylor extensively documented on film and 

slides the behavior and natural history of breeding Adirondack loons. His work includes some unique underwater 

footage and photographs of feeding and swimming loons. Kip published articles in such magazines as Adirondack 

Life and Birder’s World, and his photography was sponsored by National Geographic. 

 

Sadly, Mr. Taylor passed away in 1997, but not before self-publishing a book, titled “Loon” 

(now out of print), which chronicled some of his excursions to photograph these distinctive 

birds. In a 1998 article about Mr. Taylor, the Adirondack Daily Enterprise wrote: “There are 

people who exist anonymously among us who are quiet and subtle in their gifts. They so love 

what it is they do that they do not need bells and whistles to announce their accomplishments. 

Their passion and talent for their craft is what propels them. To those who are fortunate 

enough to stumble upon such gems, the discovery is often inspirational and memorable. Lake Clear’s Keith “Kip” 

Taylor was one such gem” (1/31/1998). 

 

Recently, Mr. Taylor’s widow generously donated his unique film footage and slides to BRI’s Adirondack Center 

for Loon Conservation. We are extremely honored to have received a prestigious National Film Preservation 

Foundation Grant in the spring of 2015 to preserve and digitize Kip’s historic Adirondack loon behavior and 

natural history films. This grant will enable us to share Kip’s wonderful footage with everyone through our future 

outreach programming. We continue to seek support to purchase a high-quality slide scanner to digitize Kip’s still 

images so that we can include those in our outreach materials as well. 

6.6.10 Fishing Line Recycling Program and Fish Lead-Free 

In 2012, with generous support from the Freed Foundation, we initiated a fishing line recycling program 

in the Adirondacks to help increase public and angler awareness about the threat of fishing line 

entanglement and accidental ingestion of lead fishing tackle to loons and other wildlife. We developed 
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and printed a brochure, titled “Loons, Lead, and Line Don’t Mix” which was provided to 

community organizations and is available on our website. We have also provided 100 fishing 

line recycling containers to interested community groups throughout the Adirondacks, 

including lake associations and the Adirondack Watershed Institute of Paul Smith’s College to 

enable anglers to easily recycle fishing line.  

 

In 2015, we partnered with Fish Lead-Free, fishleadfree.org, a region-

wide initiative to help inform anglers about the benefits of switching to 

non-lead fishing tackle. The website describes the risks of lead poisoning for loons, the laws 

in different states, tips for using lead-free tackle, local shops where anglers can purchase 

lead-free tackle, and how lead tackle can be disposed of properly.  

 

Lead poisoning is one of the leading causes of death for loons across the Northeast. Loons and other fish-eating 

birds accidently ingest lead tackle by eating fish that have already swallowed a lead jig or sinker, striking an 

angler’s line as it’s pulled through the water, or mistaking sinkers at the bottom of the lake for pebbles used in 

digestion for grinding bones and crustaceans. Lead poisoning poses a threat to all wildlife and even humans, and 

has frequently proven fatal for loons. However, the threat of lead poisoning from lead tackle can be easily 

prevented if anglers use alternative types of tackle, such as tungsten, tin, steel, or bismuth, that are readily 

available in many local shops and online.  

 

  

http://fishleadfree.org/
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7.0 Staff and Advisory Group 

In the fall of 2014, we established an Advisory Group to help provide guidance in our endeavors. We deeply 

appreciate the thoughtful advice and assistance of Sarah Conley, Barbara Franklin, Frank Gill, Jan Hesbon, Betsy 

Lowe, Larry Master, Susan Semegram, and Margaret Worden in our various projects. Mari West assisted us from 

August through October as our 2014 intern. Mari’s internship provided her with experience in outreach and data 

management, as she helped with our second annual Adirondack Loon Celebration; revising our elementary school 

curriculum, The Loon Scientists Program; providing public presentations at community events; refining our 

website; preparing the fall, 2014 issue of our annual newsletter; and initial cataloging of 2014 loon nest camera 

photographs. The New York Audubon Society/Cullman Foundation and the Blake-Nuttall Fund provided 

generous support for our 2014 internship. 

 

In the summer of 2015, we greatly enhanced our ability to benefit loon conservation in the 

Adirondacks through the addition of two new staff – Martha Van der Voort and Rory 

Keating.  A conservation biologist, Martha brings a broad combination of environmental 

conservation, field research, and non-profit experience to our new Administrative/Outreach 

Coordinator position, which is generously supported in part by the Cloudsplitter Foundation. 

Rory quickly settled in as our 2015 intern, putting his excellent Hamilton College creative 

writing skills to use in our outreach projects, website, and Facebook page. We are most grateful to the Freed 

Foundation, Northern New York Audubon Society/Cullman Foundation, and our private donors who provided 

support for his internship.  We hope you enjoy getting to know Martha and Rory over the coming year, and, with 

your support, that their positions will evolve from one-year into long-term staff.  
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8.0 Future Plans: A Nest of our Own! A Physical Adirondack Loon Center 

With our expanding program, the time has now come for us to “build our own nest.” Thus, we have set the 

ambitious goal for 2016 of revitalizing a long-vacant storefront in the Tri-Lakes area to create a physical 

Adirondack Loon Center!  
 

The Center will house a dynamic environmental education area to enable us to offer workshops and training 

programs for students, Adirondack residents, and tourists regarding loon natural history, conservation of loon 

populations and wildlife research; it will also provide office space for our growing staff (indeed, we’ve outgrown 

the dining room table in the Schoch house!). We also anticipate adding an Environmental Educator and a 

Receptionist/Retail Shop Manager to our staff, substantially increasing our educational programming capacity and 

our ability to connect with the public. A retail store highlighting loon-related items will provide a venue for local 

artisans to sell their work, and generate revenue to help support BRI’s Adirondack Center for Loon Conservation. 

Working in our own “nest” will greatly facilitate our ability to conduct educational and training programs, 

implement outreach strategies, and fortify our scientific research.  

 

A physical Adirondack Loon Center will help promote the wilderness and beauty of the North Country while 

providing an additional and compelling attraction for visitors to the area. We expect such an Adirondack Loon 

Center to quickly become a popular tourist attraction, increasing revenue for the North Country, as well as 

providing an inspiring environmental education and training center for visitors and students from regional 

educational institutions. Our improved outreach capacity will expand collaborations with regional schools, 

providing outreach programming that highlights the region's valuable natural resources and wildlife, and its 

critical role in environmental conservation. The Center's educational outreach programming will firmly establish 

the science of loon conservation in the region, and promote New York’s critical role in the conservation of the 

species. The Center will support community revitalization through the occupation and renovation of an empty 

storefront, an increase tourism, a new market for local artisans, and high quality environmental conservation 

training for North Country students.   
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9.0 Benefits of BRI’s Adirondack Center for Loon Conservation 

BRI’s Adirondack Center for Loon Conservation serves to increase scientific knowledge and to inform the public 

and policy-makers about the conservation and natural history of Common Loons, and the ecological impact of 

environmental pollutants. Our Adirondack research and outreach efforts in 2014 and 2015 contributed to:  

 

1. Documenting the extent of environmental mercury contamination and its effects on New York’s aquatic 

ecosystems by increasing scientific understanding of the health and reproductive impacts of mercury pollution 

on Common Loons, a fish-eating predator at the top of the aquatic food web. Our investigations into the 

relationships between loon mercury levels and immune function provide insight into how mercury pollution 

affects wildlife health, leading to an enhanced understanding of potential interactions between multiple 

stressors to wildlife health. Our Adirondack loon-mercury research also contributes to an improved regional 

assessment of the behavioral and health impacts of mercury exposure to wildlife (Evers et al. 2008). 

 

2. Establishing a baseline for detecting future changes in biotic impacts from atmospheric mercury 

deposition, as stringent new state and regional mercury and acid emission regulations are implemented. Our 

research provides a valuable biotic sentinel of mercury pollution in the aquatic foodweb, informing federal 

and state mercury-related policies; providing data for predictive models; and characterizing the biological 

effects from the redistribution of anthropogenic mercury on the landscape (Evers et al. 2011). Long-term 

studies of biotic mercury levels, particularly high-trophic level species such as Common Loons, living in 

acidic or high-mercury habitats, contribute much information about the risks mercury and acidic deposition 

pose to wildlife and aquatic ecosystems.  

 

3. Providing science-based justification for, and increasing public and policy-maker awareness of, the critical 

need to stringently regulate mercury and acidic emissions on all scales to minimize the ecological injury 

mercury pollution poses to wildlife and the environment. Airborne deposition is a primary source of 

environmental mercury contamination, and thus, it is essential to regulate mercury emissions from all sources 

throughout North America as well as globally, since such deposition does not recognize local or national 

boundaries. Increased awareness of the importance of regulating mercury emissions is reflected in the recent 

national and global proposed policies that will be implemented in the next few years and lead to greatly 

reduced deposition of mercury into the environment.  

 

4. Inspiring public understanding of, and involvement in, critical conservation issues affecting the 

Adirondacks and the Northeast. Our outreach efforts translate the results of our scientific studies into formats 

readily understood by the general public and students, encouraging them to become actively engaged in 

conservation. Enhanced public understanding of and participation in environmental conservation are essential 

to addressing threats to wildlife and ecosystem health.  

 

5. Addressing anthropogenic impacts to breeding loons in the Adirondack Park, including such factors as nest 

site disturbance, fishing line entanglement, and lead toxicity due to accidental ingestion of lead fishing tackle. 

 

6. Enhancing public knowledge about wildlife natural history and environmental conservation. In an 

increasingly urbanized society, it is ever more critical to actively engage the public in learning about and fully 

appreciating the environment in which we live. Enhancing people’s awareness about environmental 

conservation will enable them to better understand the importance of regulating pollution and minimizing 

human impacts to wildlife and the environment, leading to a healthier planet for us all. 
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10.0 Budget and Fundraising 

The budget for BRI’s Adirondack Center for Loon Conservation in 2014 was approximately $150,000, which 

provided for the salary and benefits of one full-time year-round staff, seasonal field staff, travel, newsletter 

printing and distribution, and operating and field supplies. In 2015, our budget increased to ~$240,000 with two 

additional year-round staff, as well as specific grant-related expenses, such as the preservation of Kip Taylor’s 

films, which is supported through a grant from the National Film Preservation Foundation.   

 

The charitable contributions of our private donors provide critical support to enable us to conduct the many 

research and outreach activities described in this report. Additional funding and in-kind support is provided by the 

New York State Environmental Research and Development Authority and our partnering organizations. We have 

also received generous support from numerous foundations, including the Cloudsplitter Foundation, Conservation 

and Research Foundation, Ellen Lea Paine Memorial Nature Fund, Freed Foundation, Glenn and Carol Pearsall 

Adirondack Foundation, National Film Preservation Foundation, Norcross Wildlife Foundation, Nordlys 

Foundation, Northern New York Audubon Society/Cullman Foundation, Nuttall Ornithological Club’s Charles 

Blake Fund, Raquette River Advisory Council, Ricketts Conservation Foundation, and the Sigurd Olson 

Environmental Institute. 

 

We have recently expanded our fundraising initiatives to include: 

 “Crowd-funding” on Adirondack Gives, www.adirondackgives.org, the Adirondack Foundation's crowd-

funding site for non-profits in the Park. Contributions through Adirondack Gives have helped support our nest 

camera study, the digitization of Kip Taylor’s images, and our 2015 intern. Our current campaign is raising 

support for the Adirondack Loon Center.  
 

 The creation of the Adirondack Loon Legacy Fund at the Adirondack Foundation, in memory of Dr. 

Schoch’s stepfather, Dr. David Meiselman, a world-renowned economist. Win Meiselman, David’s loving 

wife, initiated this fund as an endowment for BRI’s Adirondack Center for Loon Conservation to help ensure 

the continuation of our work for many years to come. 
 

 An annual Loon Quilt Raffle, which has been enthusiastically supported by hundreds of people! To date, the 

three quilts we have raffled have raised approximately $10,000 in support. The lucky winners have been 

thrilled to receive their one-of-a-kind quilts. 
 

 Membership in the Adirondack Planned Giving Society to help inform our donors about the opportunity to 

make planned gifts to Biodiversity Research Institute to support our Adirondack loon conservation efforts for 

years to come. Planned gifts are a wonderful way for our donors to ensure the long-term success of our 

organization, while also receiving tax or life-long income benefits.  
 

In the coming year, public donations will provide significant support to establish a physical Adirondack Loon 

Center in the Tri-Lakes area of the Park, as well as providing essential funding to continue and expand our staff 

positions. Your thoughtful contributions help us protect Adirondack loons and other wildlife sharing this beautiful 

Park with us, as well as inspire students, policy-makers, Adirondack visitors, and residents to become actively 

involved in conservation and protecting the environment. 

 

We are deeply grateful to our private donors for your generous support. By increasing scientific understanding 

and public awareness of conservation concerns affecting New York’s aquatic ecosystems, we help ensure that the 

beautiful and symbolic Common Loon will continue to raise its chicks on Adirondack lakes long into the future.  

http://www.adirondackgives.org/
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